The task of heart rate estimation using photoplethysmographic (PPG) signal is challenging due to the presence of various motion artifacts in the recorded signals. In this paper, a fast algorithm for heart rate estimation based on modified SPEctral subtraction scheme utilizing Composite Motion Artifacts Reference generation (SPECMAR) is proposed using two-channel PPG and three-axis accelerometer signals. First, the preliminary noise reduction is obtained by filtering unwanted frequency components from the recorded signals. Next, a composite motion artifacts reference generation method is developed to be employed in the proposed SPECMAR algorithm for motion artifacts reduction. The heart rate is then computed from the noise and motion artifacts reduced PPG signal. Finally, a heart rate tracking algorithm is proposed considering neighboring estimates. The performance of the SPECMAR algorithm has been tested on publicly available PPG database. The average heart rate estimation error is found to be 2.09 BPM on 23 recordings. The Pearson correlation is 0.9907. Due to low computational complexity, the method is faster than the comparing methods. The low estimation error, smooth and fast heart rate tracking makes SPECMAR an ideal choice to be implemented in wearable devices.
Introduction
Monitoring life signals using wearable devices have become a ubiquitous technology in recent years. One of the most common way to monitor life signals in such devices is by using photoplethysmographic (PPG) signals [8] . The photoplethysmography is an electro-optic technique, where a PPG sensor is placed above skin and the light reflected from the tissues is captured by a photo detector [16] . This reflected light varies with respect to the amount of blood present in the tissue which varies with cardiac cycle. This signal which varies as cardiac cycle is called the PPG signal. PPG signals have various usage for wearable electronics, which include measurement of heart rate [1] , arterial blood oxygen saturation [10] , blood pressure [12] , and reducing false arrythmia alarm reduction in ICU [4] . Traditionally, electrocardiogram (ECG) is used for monitoring the heart rate. However, ECG is hardly suitable for day to day usage for its cumbersome sensor placement in the body [7] . In this context, PPG is in a favorable position for its low cost and simple acquisition mechanism of the PPG sensor. However, depending on the mounting mechanism of the sensor, the captured PPG signal can be heavily corrupted by motion artifacts which is generally considered as an impediment to estimation of heart rate [20] . In this section, the recent methods have been discussed and then the scope in the domain is discussed along with our contribution.
A number of methods have been developed to reduce motion artifacts in the PPG signal and to compute heart rate. Kim et al. [9] employed independent component analysis to remove motion artifacts in PPG signals. A Kalman filter based method is proposed in [14] for adaptive reduction of motion artifacts from the PPG signals. Fu et al. [3] employed wavelet method to extract heart rate from PPG signal. In a normalized least mean square adaptive scheme a difference of two channel PPG signal was used as reference to denoise the PPG signals [18] . Zhang et al. [20] introduced a large PPG dataset with ground truth to perform heart rate estimation from PPG signal during exercise, which inspired numerous researchers to develop and test different methods. Briefly, the TROIKA [20] and JOSS [19] are the first two methods to report the results on part of the database. After that a number of researchers worked to solve the problem efficiently. In this context, a detailed review on the stateof-the-art of PPG-based heart rate estimation techniques is presented in [13, 15] . Additionally, Temko [17] proposed a heart rate estimation method where the wiener filter and phase vocoder are employed to remove motion artifacts from the PPG signals. Instead of performing only sequential feed-forward operations to remove noise, Islam et al. [6] removed the motion artifacts parallelly and independently in time and frequency domain. Later, network of adaptive filters is explored in time domain using cascade and parallel combination (CPC) of adaptive filters to achieve faster and more accurate results [7] . One major concern in time domain filtering-based approach is that, these methods require filtering in each time step thus causing considerable delay. As a result, a method that avoids such time domain computation yet provides less computational burden is still in great demand.
We present a spectral subtraction-based motion artifacts removal scheme from PPG signals utilizing accelerometer data as motion artifacts reference. In this paper, a modified SPEctral subtraction method is proposed along with a Composite Motion Artifacts Reference generation, referred to as SPECMAR. First, the signals are pre-filtered to make them band limited and to remove unwanted frequency components. Next, the three channel accelerometer data are combined to produce a composite motion artifacts spectrum. A modified spectrum subtraction scheme is then introduced to obtain motion artifacts reduced PPG signal. The heart rate is computed from the noise reduced spectrum. Finally, a tracking algorithm is proposed to finalize heart rate estimate from the obtained spectrum. The proposed method has been tested on a publicly available database from [20] and has been compared with some state-of-the-art methods.
Materials and methods

Data and task specification
The data used in this study was introduced by Zhang et al. in the TROIKA framework [20] , where results of only 12 subjects were presented. Each recording consists of two channel PPG signals, three-axis acceleration signal and single channel ECG signal sampled at 125 Hz for approximately 5 min. Later, data of additional 11 recordings have been published where only the 13th recording contains the ECG data. The two channel PPG signals were recorded from wrist using a pulse oximeter with green LEDs of 515 nm wavelength which was used in reflection PPG setup. The distance from center to center of the PPG sensors was 2 cm. The three-axis acceleration signals were also and one channel chest ECG signal were recorded simultaneously. Both the pulse oximeters and the accelerometer were embedded in a wristband which was asked to be worn comfortably. During data recording subjects walked or ran on a treadmill with a speed of 1-2 km/h for 0.5 min, followed by a speed of 6-8 km/h for 1 min, a speed of 12-15 km/h for 1 min, a speed of 6-8 km/h for 1 min, a speed of 12-15 km/h for 1 min, and a speed of 1-2 km/h for 0.5 min [20] . The subjects were asked to use the hand with the wristband to perform various tasks, such as, to pull clothes, wipe sweat on forehead, and push buttons on the treadmill, in addition to freely swing. The 13th recording is of a subject who was also for running on treadmill using the same exercise routine as of the first 12 recordings. However, the subject had abnormal heart rhythm. In the recordings 13, 14, 15, 20, and 23, the subjects performed various forearm and upper arm exercise (e.g., shake hands, stretch, push), running, jumping, or push-ups. In the rest of the recordings, the subjects performed intensive forearm and upper arm movements (e.g., boxing). The 23rd recording is of a female subject with abnormal heart rhythm and blood pressure.
In addition to the signals each recordings contain ground truth heart rates computed from the ECG signal. The ground truth heart rate has been computed from a 8-s time frame. Each time frame has an overlap of 6 s with the previous time frame.
Proposed method
The proposed heart rate estimation method consists of three major stages. They are pre-processing of the signals, performing spectral subtraction using composite motion artifacts data to remove motion artifacts and estimation of heart rate. Each of the steps are described in the subsections that follow.
Preprocessing
The PPG signal has its biological origin that corresponds to the cardiac activity and thus widely used for heart rate measurements. Human heart rate generally varies between 0.5 and 3.0 Hz, even under intensive physical exercise. Thus all the PPG signals available are bandpass filtered from 0.4 to 3.5 Hz using a spectral domain filtering. In the filtering scheme, the spectral coefficients of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) outside the range of 0.4 to 3.5 Hz are set to 0. Since, rest of the operations in the proposed method requires only the magnitude of the spectral coefficients within the range of the filtering, this is found to be a fast and efficient method for discarding the unwanted spectral coefficients. In this paper, the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is performed to show visualizations of the signal where only the real part of the IFFT is considered. For the sake of consistency, a similar bandpass filtering is performed on each of the three axis accelerometer signals to cancel out the motion information beyond the specified frequency range. After the filtering operation, all the signals are normalized. Since the PPG sensors were generally placed very close, instead of considering the two acquired PPG signals separately, an average of the two signals is utilized as in [6] .
The spectra of the averaged PPG and three accelerometer signals are computed using the FFT algorithm with an order of N F F T which is also the number of frequency bins in the spectrum. In the magnitude spectrum of a frame of PPG data upto samples corresponding to 3.5 Hz are considered and the rest of the samples are discarded. The truncated spectrum of the signals, which contain first M FFT points corresponding to H BPM, are termed as the pre-processed PPG spectrum (X P P G ) and acceleration spectrum (C X , C Y , and C Z ) are obtained. This action does not hamper the heart rate estimation due to the fact that no useful information related to heart rate lies beyond this specified range. The value of M is computed as
where f s is the sampling frequency.
Proposed modified spectral subtraction and composite motion artifacts reference generation scheme
The greatest advantage of spectral subtraction algorithm lies in its simplicity. While using spectral subtraction, the underlying assumption is that noise is additive and stationary or slowly time varying signal, whose spectrum does not change significantly between the updating periods. However, the main assumption of noise being stationary does not hold in PPG and sometimes the noise spectrum changes significantly between two successive epochs. In case of PPG, improvement of signal intelligibility is the main concern along with quality. Thus, special cares have to be taken to implement spectral subtraction in PPG signal processing. In what follows, challenges and observations made while using the traditional spectral subtraction for PPG signals are presented followed by the considerations for generating composite motion artifacts spectrum, and finally the proposed modified spectral subtraction method is described.
Generalized spectral subtraction By denoting the spectrum of noisy observed PPG signal as Y(k) and the noise spectrum as N(k), a generalized direct spectral subtraction algorithm performs the following operation
where X is the spectrum of noise free signal, p is the power exponent and k = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1 are the indexes of spectral components. Setting p = 1, 2 yields the magnitude and power spectral subtraction algorithm respectively. Throughout this paper the term spectral subtraction will refer to magnitude spectral subtraction. To mitigate the negative peak generation in basic spectral subtraction, a preset spectral floor is chosen when the noise spectrum component is higher than that in observation spectrum. This parameter has been set to zero in Eq. 2.
To demonstrate the performance of basic spectral subtraction and other variations of SS, we categorize PPG and acceleration spectrum in 3 broad categoriesCase I: (i) Motion artifacts peaks' locations exactly match with the peaks' locations of acceleration spectrum, (ii) true heart rate peak and motion artifacts peaks locate at separable distance in PPG spectrum. Case II: (i) Motion artifacts peaks' locations exactly match with the peaks' locations of acceleration spectrum, (ii) motion artifacts peaks are in very close neighborhood of true heart rate peak or they overlap. Case III: Acceleration signal does not bear any information about motion artifacts, i.e., generate random peaks at random positions.
These three cases are investigated and some sample frames are depicted in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. The peaks corresponding to true heart rate and maximum peak in the spectra are presented using blue circle and red diamond, respectively. In addition to spectra, the temporal PPG, the acceleration signal, and the signal after spectral subtraction are provided to understad the morphology of the PPG signals before and after spectral subtraction. In order to construct the signal after spectral subtraction the phase information of the PPG signal is used. In time frames following case I, where the motion artifacts peaks' locations in the PPG spectrum exactly match with the peaks' location of acceleration spectrum and they locate at distant Fig. 1 An example of case I where motion artifacts and heart rate peaks are separable and motion artifacts peaks are also clearly visible in PPG signal. The blue circle and red diamond correspond to location of true heart rate peak and dominant peak, respectively neighborhood of heart rate peak, calculating difference spectrum by direct spectral subtraction of Eq. 2 will generate a cleansed PPG spectrum. An example of such case is shown in Fig. 1 . In this case, an acceleration signal (C Y ) is chosen as motion artifacts reference signal. It is obvious that, the motion artifacts dominant peaks present in the acceleration spectrum, are also dominant in the pre-processed PPG spectrum and the true heart rate peak is dominant and at a separable distance. Thus after the basic spectral subtraction, the motion artifacts peaks are significantly reduced and only dominant peak corresponds to true heart rate. It is seen from the waveforms that the high frequency oscillations corresponding to the motion artifacts are significantly reduced in the PPG signal after spectral subtraction.
For cases II and III, the spectral subtraction of one or all of the acceleration signals from the pre-processed PPG signal cannot always recover the true heart rate peak. The examples of these cases are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In case II shown in Fig. 2 , though the dominant peak in the PPG represent the true heart rate, the motion artifacts peak in acceleration spectrum are at very close vicinity of the true heart rate peak (the movement rate of hand closely matches the heart rate). Thus performing basic spectral subtraction, the magnitude of the true heart rate peak is reduced and the dominant peak in the spectrum no longer corresponds to true heart rate. Since, heart rate and motion artifacts peaks overlap, the waveforms of the PPG signal before and after spectral subtraction remain mostly unchanged. In Fig. 3 , the acceleration signal does not represent any motion artifacts.
Fig. 2
An example of case II, where heart rate peaks and motion artifacts peaks are overlapping, thus non-separable by naked eye. However, after spectral subtraction a peak near to the true heart rate is dominant. The blue circle and red diamond correspond to location of true heart rate peak and dominant peak, respectively By subtracting it from the PPG spectrum, true heart rate peak location cannot be recovered. It is observed from the waveforms of the signal that the morphology of the obtained signal after spectral subtraction is similar to that of the original PPG signal. However, from these figures, it is observable that the true heart rate peak can be extracted by altering the basic spectral subtraction algorithm in Eq. 2 in such a way that motion artifacts removal is facilitated. In order to improve the spectral subtraction for these above mentioned cases, beside modification to the actual algorithm, a careful choice of motion artifacts spectrum is also required. Motion artifacts spectrum can be constructed as one of the acceleration signals or a composite spectrum constructed from the three channel acceleration spectra. Such propositions are discussed in the next subsection.
Motion artifact spectrum generation Though motion at a certain time can be differently captured by any of the acceleration signals, a careful observation shows that, in most time frames, the motion artifacts peaks are available simultaneously in all acceleration signals. This is largely due to the periodic movement of hands during the physical activity and such movement may not necessarily be aligned in any particular direction of the accelerometer. For example, during running the hand movement appears as back and forth if the subject is seen from a side, appears as up and down if the subject is observed from behind and circular if seen from top. As a result, all of the acceleration signals capture similar frequencies of motion. Hence, by using only one of the acceleration signals in spectral subtraction may result in partial removal of motion artifacts from the PPG signal. On the other hand, using all three acceleration signals successively may result in diminishing the PPG signal. Hence, a carefully designed composite of three axis acceleration signal may provide satisfactory or desired performance.
It has already been discussed that, the channels of accelerometer experience movements with same period during a physical exercise. Since, all three acceleration signals are expected to have same frequency components of motion artifacts of different amplitude, the question thus arise is, for each frequency component which one to choose among the three components. Naively, the largest component for a frequency bin of the three spectra may be considered. However, sometimes the large component in one of the channels is not due to motion artifacts but due to noise in accelerometer. Since, motion artifacts is present in all three channels, choosing the minimum magnitude of the three spectra for a frequency bin captures the motion artifacts most efficiently. Thus, for the kth frequency bin of composite motion artifact reference (CMAR) spectrum N CMAR is formed by,
The composite spectrum is normalized in range [0, 1]. Figure 4 shows the effect of employing proposed composite motion artifacts reference generation method in spectrum subtraction. It is observed from the figure that, the accelerometer signals capture motion artifacts in similar frequencies. C X captures motion artifact with approximately equal dominance in two frequencies, one fundamental and another at its double frequency. C Y and C Z capture these frequencies as well, however, only one of them is dominant. It is also seen from the figure that, the dominant motion artifact in the PPG signal includes only the higher frequency of the accelerometer signal. The composite motion artifact reference spectrum constructed by following (3) is dominated by the higher frequency Fig. 4 Comparison of the spectra generated after spectral subtraction using different motion artifacts references. a, b Spectrum of the PPG signal. Spectrum of the motion artifacts reference using c X-axis acceleration signal C X , e Y-axis acceleration signal C Y , g Z-axis acceleration signal C Z , and i using the proposed motion artifacts reference generation method N CMAR . d, f, h, j The spectra generated after employing spectrum subtraction on the references (c), (e), (g), and (i), respectively. The blue circle and red diamond correspond to location of true heart rate peak and dominant peak, respectively Heart Rate (BPM)
from the motion artifacts whereas the lower frequency motion artifact component is not dominant. Thus, in the spectrum after spectral subtraction, none of the motion artifacts frequencies are dominant and the location of the true heart rate peak and dominant peak coincide. In a similar way, Fig. 5 shows a case where the acceleration signals are noisy and does not correspond to motion artifact. In addition to previously considered references an alternative to Eq. 3 is considered where instead of min(·) function, the max(·) function is considered for motion artifacts reference. In this case, the large components in the spectra of the acceleration signals are due to noise of the accelerometer and do not correspond to the motion artifacts. It is seen from the figure that after spectral subtraction, the max(·) function causes degradation in the peak near the heart rate.
On the other hand, using the proposed CMAR in the spectral subtraction, the dominant peak and the location of the heart rate coincide. Thus, the proposed CMAR can be an efficient motion artifacts reference for spectral subtraction denoising mechanism for PPG signals.
Modified spectral subtraction (MSS) algorithm
In order for the spectral subtraction to work better with PPG, a modification of the basic spectral subtraction is required. Direct subtraction using Eq. 2 sometimes produces unwanted results, as seen in Figs 
where α Y is the scaling factor of the observed output. Hence, we can write the estimation of |X(k)| as
From the discussion above, the modified spectral subtraction (MSS) is proposed as
where α 1 and α 2 essentially works as the weight parameters. As both PPG signal spectrum (X = X P P G ) and noise signal spectrum (N = N CMAR ) values are in the range of [0, 1], the parameters, α 1 and α 2 , can also be chosen in the range of [0, 1]. As a result, the percentage of PPG signal and the percentage of noise spectrum can be logically adjusted. Controlling the amount of noise Fig. 5 Comparison of the spectra generated after spectral subtraction using different motion artifacts references. a, b Spectrum of the PPG signal. Spectrum of the motion artifacts reference using c X-axis acceleration signal C X , e Y-axis acceleration signal C Y , g Z-axis acceleration signal C Z , i using the max(
fucntion and k using the proposed motion artifacts reference generation method N CMAR . d, f, h, j and l The spectra generated after employing spectrum subtraction on the references (c), (e), (g), (i), and (k), respectively. The blue circle and red diamond correspond to location of true heart rate peak and dominant peak, respectively Heart Rate (BPM)
subtraction is more logical in handling PPG data, where no one can guarantee the actual amount of noise inserted in recorded PPG and thus expected proposed MSS is expected to provide better heart rate estimation. Figure 6 shows the effect of the proposed modified spectrum subtraction. It is seen from the figure that, the dominant peak and the frequency bin corresponding to heart rate coincide when modified spectral subtraction is employed as opposed to the generalized spectral subtraction. For convenience, the method employing this proposed modified SPEctral subtraction and Composite Motion Artifacts Reference generation is termed as SPECMAR. Note that, considering the values α 1 = α 2 = 1 results in α Y = 1 and α N = 1, which is the case considered in Eq. 2 with N = N CMAR , is termed as SPECMAR without scaling (SPECMARWS).
Heart rate estimation and tracking
Once the result of an individual frame is available, it is more logical to consider the results obtained in nearby frames and by incorporating an efficient tracking algorithm for estimating heart rate. The tracking algorithm proposed here consists of two main parts: initial estimation of heart rate at the beginning of the method and estimation and tracking of current heart rate.
Initial estimate
The method requires an initial estimate for the first time frame. The initial estimation is performed using the output of the modified spectral subtraction (X MSS ). The highest peak of the spectrum is selected as the initial estimate. This estimated heart rate is used as the heart rate of the previous time frame (N 0 ) for the next frame.
Estimation and tracking of heart rate using best candidate approach Even though the noise suppression using modified spectral subtraction is highly effective, there are some frames where it cannot resolve the heart rate peak. Most of them are due to motion artifacts components being in close vicinity of the heart rate component. In such cases, an error in heart rate estimation may occur. A proper estimation technique has to be employed to mitigate such error. One key point in estimating the heart rate successfully is that, the change of heart rate is generally not abrupt, rather gradual. If the time overlapping between two successive time Heart Rate (BPM) Fig. 6 Comparison of the spectra generated from spectral subtraction and proposed modified spectral subtraction using CMAR. a Spectrum of the PPG signal. b Spectrum of motion artifacts reference employing composite motion artifacts reference generation method. Spectrum obtained after c emloying spectral subtration without scaling and d employing modified spectral subtraction with α 1 = 0.88 and α 2 = 0.70. The blue circle and red diamond correspond to location of true heart rate peak and dominant peak, respectively frames is small, the true heart rate for latest frame will be close to that of the previous frame. Considering this, both pre-processed PPG spectrum (X P P G ) and processed PPG spectrum (X MSS ) are employed to track BPM correctly. The candidate peaks are selected from the X P P G signal considering the search region,
That is, the neighborhood, ± s bins, of the frequency bin of the previous time frame (N 0 ) are selected to be the most likely location of the heart rate component. Then peaks and their locations inside this search region are extracted. The location of the peaks that have magnitude greater than 25% of the magnitude of maximum peak of X P P G are put in the set
. Now selection of location of heart rate component can be considered for three cases, Case I: If only one peak is found in S 0 , that is cardinality of the set is 1, this is the dominant peak, D of the frame. Then in the close vicinity, ±δ 1 frequency bins, of the location of that peak, a search is performed in X MSS to know whether that peak is present or a different peak has surfaced due to the motion artifact removal. The peak with highest magnitude in this search region is selected as the location of the heart rate peak (N cur ). Case II: If more than one peak is found, it is suspected that motion artifacts or some other kind of noise is present in this spectrum and so emphasis is given on the dominant peak of the X P P G . If the dominant peak is within the range, ± t frequency bins, of N 0 , a search is performed in X MSS within the ±δ 2 range of N 0 to find a satisfactory peak, that is the magnitude of the peak is at least 10% of the dominant peak. The extracted location is set to N cur . Case III: If a satisfactory peak is not found in the two cases above, then all the peaks and their location in the search region P 0 is extracted from X MSS . The set containing the normalized magnitude of the peaks is A and the set containing the location of the peaks is S 0 . Then a closeness to the heart rate location of previous frame is stored in set C as
where κ is a normalizing parameter chosen such that the values inside C is in the range [0, 1]. Finally, the maximum value of weighted average of the peak amplitude set A and the closeness set C provides the estimated location of heart rate
and the ith member of S 0 is set to N cur . Here, β 1 and β 2 are positive weight parameters satisfying
After that, heart rate in BPM is calculated to bê
Next in order to obtain a smooth heart rate tracking, a three point moving average is employed where the estimate of BPM in current frame is computed as
where B −1 and B −2 represent estimated BPM of previous two successive time frames and sum of the weight parameters satisfies γ 1 + γ 2 + γ 3 = 1 and these values are empirically chosen. Finally, in order to prevent extremely high or low estimated values of BPM in comparison to previous BPM estimate moving averaged value B est is modified as
where constants λ inc and λ dec are set empirically to small integer values.
Parameter settings
The proposed method requires a number of values to be initialized. Most of these parameters are chosen empirically with reference to previous literature. The number of points to generate spectrum, N F F T is chosen to be 4096. In order to produce truncated spectrum, H is set to 240. The weight parameters α 1 and α 2 of modified spectral subtraction are set to 0.88 and 0.70, respectively and the exponent p is set to 1. For large searching neighborhood, the parameters s and t are both set to 30, whereas small search regions δ 1 and δ 2 are both set to 3. The weight parameters β 1 and β 2 of Eq. 8 are empirically set to 0.7 and 0.3. The weights γ 1 , γ 2 and γ 3 , of the moving average operation are set to 0.9, 0.05 and 0.05, respectively and the parameters λ inc and λ dec are set to 5 and − 3, respectively, as in [6] considering the rate of change of heart rate.
Performance measurement
The evaluation of performance is carried out in terms of few different performance indices, i.e., average absolute error (AAE), pearson correlation (r) and Bland-Altman plot [2] .
For each data recording the AAE is defined as
where B est (i) and B true (i), respectively, are estimated and ground truth value of heart rate in BPM of the ith frame and N is the total number of time frames. Pearson correlation is a measure of degree of similarity between true and estimated values of heart rate. Higher the value of r better the estimates. The Bland-Altman plot measures the agreement between true and estimates of heart rate. Here, limit of agreement (LOA) is computed using the average difference (μ) and the standard deviation (σ ), which is defined as
LOA is a measurement which shows that 95% data exist within 1.96σ from mean. Development of the method and the evaluation are performed in MATLAB 2012b with a 2.2 GHz Intel Processor and 4 GB of RAM. The mean and std of measurements of first 12 recordings are denoted as Mean 12 and Std 12, respectively. The mean and std of rest of the 11 recordings are denoted as Mean 11 and Std 11, respectively. The mean and std of all recordings are denoted as Mean All and Std All, respectively
Results
Few recently reported heart rate estimation methods have been taken into consideration for the purpose of performance comparison with the proposed method. The methods are TROIKA [20] , MISPT [11] , WFPV [17] , TFD [7] , and CPC [6] . Moreover, in order to show the effectiveness of the proposed modified spectral subtraction (referred to as SPECMAR), the algorithm's performance with direct spectral subtraction (referred to as SPECMARWS) is also compared. In both cases, proposed SPECMARWS (using (2)) and proposed SPECMAR (using (6)) estimated noise spectrum is obtained using proposed motion artifacts spectrum generation in Eq. 3. Table 1 shows the average absolute error on 23 recordings when implementing different methods. The summary of the first 12 recordings are denoted as Mean 12 and Std 12 for mean of AAE and standard deviation of absolute errors, respectively. For the rest of the 11 recordings the summary of metrics are denoted as Mean 11 and Std 11. And finally, for all 23 recordings of the database, the mean of AAE and standard deviation of absolute errors are denoted as Mean All and Std All, respectively. It is to be noted that in case of TROIKA method, for performance evaluation, some initial time frames are excluded. However, in the proposed method all the time frames are included and none are excluded. It can be observed that, the proposed method provides a better AAE in 5 of the 23 recordings and overall mean AAE is lowest among the compared method. The Pearson correlation between ground truth and estimated heart rate is computed and shown in Fig. 7 the origin and that a linear relation exists between ground truth and estimated heart rate. Next, using all the time frames of 23 recodings, a Bland-Altman plot is computed and shown in Fig. 8 In Fig. 9 estimated BPMs for recording 9 and 15 are shown. In the case of recording 9, the proposed SPECMAR method performs best and the obtained curve follows the ground truth quite well. In the case of recording 15, the proposed SPECMAR provides lowest AAE among the compared methods and can track heart rate fairly well. The method looses tracking around 100th window; however, it gets back on track after few time windows. It is observed that, when the heart rate changes rapidly along with strong arm movement the spectral signature is severely affected and estimation performance deteriorates.
In order to investigate whether the choice of α 1 is optimal, the value of α 1 has been varied by ±10% from the nominal value of 0.88 while setting the value of α 2 to 0.7 and the mean AAE of 23 recordings have been observed. In a similar way, the value of α 2 has been varied from its nominal value of 0.7 whereas the value of α 1 has been set to 0.88. It is seen from Fig. 10 that as the parameters are varied, the AAE first decreases and then increases again. The values α 1 = 0.88 and α 2 = 0.70 provides the lowest AEE which has been marked using a black circle. Additionally, a similar experiment has been conducted to investigate the effect of the number of frequency bins in the spectra N F F T . In this experiment, the N F F T has been set to 1024, 2048 Ground Truth Proposed SPECMAR Fig. 9 Tracking performance of the proposed SPECMAR for recording a 9 (AAE: 0.64) and b 15 (AAE: 1.76). The estimated heart rate tracks the ground truth heart rate quite well that, the value 4096 provides the lowest AAE is consistent with the results obtained in [20] . Note that, the number of frequency bins in the search region has been scaled according to the value of N F F T in the experiments. Finally, the computation time required by the proposed method is compared with those required by some state of the art methods. In Table 2 , mean runtime for TROIKA, MISPT, WFPV, TFD, CPC, and the proposed SPECMAR methods are provided. It can be observed from the table that, the proposed method has lowest runtime compared to any of the methods in the tables.
Variation of the Parameter (%) 
Discussions
In this paper, an efficient method, for motion artifacts removal from PPG signal based on modified spectral subtraction and composite motion artifacts reference generation is proposed. It has been shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 that only using a single accelerometer channel may not be beneficial depending on the information the channel provides. Thus, construction of a composite motion artifacts reference has been explored. It has been observed that the motion artifacts frequencies are generally present in all three axes of the accelerometer albeit having different amplitudes. As a result, motion artifacts can be captured efficiently from the accelerometer signals. It is found that the minimum magnitude of the three accelerometer spectra for a frequency bin efficiently captures the motion artifacts. It is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 that the proposed composite motion artifacts reference generation method can efficiently capture the motion artifacts. It has also been stated that the captured PPG signal contains a scaled version of both the noise-free PPG signal and motion artifacts. With this view, the spectral subtraction algorithm has been modified to be a scaled TROIKA [20] 138.03 MISPT [11] 1 . 0 3 WFPV [17] 0 . 4 3 TFD [6] 23.03 CPC [7] 15.11 SPECMAR 0.24 spectral subtraction. It is shown in Fig. 6 that the proposed modified spectral subtraction can improve the spectrum quality and facilitate the extraction of true heart rate. In the proposed SPECMAR method, the motion artifacts generation and modified spectral subtraction have been combined. It can be observed from Table 1 that SPECMAR has lower AAE than SPECMARWS which uses spectral subtraction without scaling. The high value of Pearson correlation of 0.9907 and relatively low value of the LOA of [− 7.58, 8.18] shows that the proposed algorithm can track the heart rate consistently. Moreover, in order to reduce computational complexity, only the relevant frequency bins (corresponding to 0 to 3.5 Hz) have been used in the computation. The overall computation pipeline includes only few filtering operations, spectral subtraction, and a decision mechanism for estimating and tracking the heart rate. As a result, the proposed SPECMAR is faster than many recently published methods as shown in Table 2 .
With respect to previous methods the proposed SPEC-MAR provides several significant improvements. Similar to the proposed method, the methods, namely, TROIKA, WFPV, and TFD employ frequency domain noise removal. TROIKA and TFD use the singular spectrum analysis [5] to decompose the PPG signal. Then each of the decomposed signals are processed in spectral domain where the spectral peaks of the decomposed signals are matched with the spectral peaks of the acceleration signal in order to discard some of the decomposed signals. Such a process requires large number of computations for each of the frames. Moreover, the TROIKA method employs computationally expensive MFOCUSS algorithm to construct the spectra of the signals which is the primary cause of the long runtime of the algorithm. The WFPV method performs the simplest Wiener adaptive filtering in the frequency domain to remove motion artifacts from the PPG signals and the phase vocoder part requires extensive time-frequency analysis. The methods, namely, MISPT, TFD, and CPC employ time domain noise removal using adaptive filters. The time domain adaptive filter generally suffer from slower convergence rate compared to its frequency domain counterparts and the output has to be computed for each time steps which causes the methods to require extensive computation. In addition, MISPT algorithm requires the spectra of all the previous time steps for computing trajectory and thus causes large memory requirement. On the other hand, TFD method requires cascaded adaptive filtering for noise removal where three adaptive filters are processed serially and the CPC method requires two of such cascaded adaptive filters. As a result, the number of computation is high in these algorithms. On the other hand, the proposed SPECMAR is simplest using only modified spectrum subtraction as the noise removal part and overall employs fewest computations. The computations are further reduced by discarding the frequency bins which are outside the region of interest (greater than 3.5 Hz). Moreover, unlike the previous methods where both time and frequency domain computation are required in different stages, in the proposed method, the computations are performed in the frequency domain alone.
Conclusion
In this paper, an efficient method, for motion artifacts removal from PPG signal based on modified spectral subtraction and composite motion artifacts reference generation is proposed. The motion artifact is captured by taking minimum amplitude of each of the frequency bins of the three channel accelerometer. By using this composite motion artifacts in the modified spectral subtraction algorithm, significant noise reduction is achieved which helps in obtaining accurate heart rate estimation. Finally, an efficient tracking scheme is provided to track the heart rate computed from the noise removed spectrum. From extensive experiments on recorded PPG data, it is shown that the proposed SPECMAR method is capable of tracking the ground truth with high estimation accuracy and comparable to recently published methods. Also the method is quantitatively faster than these methods. As a result, it can be used in realtime application without sacrificing estimation accuracy. The proposed spectral subtraction method can be employed in other areas such as noise removal in speech processing. An improvement of the modified spectral subtraction can be obtained by studying different techniques for setting the parameters α 1 and α 2 automatically. Additionally, in future alternative tracking algorithm such as the adaptive notch filter can be explored for tracking the heart rates in the algorithm.
